
October 24, 2011
TO: Ms. Cindy Bladey, Chief

Rules, Announcement, and Directives Branch (RADB)
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,-/
Washington, D.C. - ,

FROM: Phyllis Killam-Abell e"L
10 White Oak Drive #321
Exeter, NH 03833
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I live 10 miles from the Seabrook Nuclear Reactor in southeastern New Hampshire
and I am greatly concerned about the environmental and public health effects upon people
living within 50 to100 miles of the reactor. There are several issues which I will address
that create hazardous conditions for people living in eastern Massachusetts including the
major city of Boston, the whole coastline area of New Hampshire, and southern Maine.

The first issue is tritium, a highly toxic, radioactive substance, should not be allowed
to continue to leak from the reactor. In the Vermont Yankee plant, local wells were found
to be contaminated with tritium as well as the Connecticut River, which is very harmful to
people and animals. No studies have been performed at Seabrook to ascertain the presence
of tritium in the surrounding area within 10 miles from the plant and to correct this hazard.
As the plant ages it is likely that tritium leakage will increase.

Secondly, there are no realistic, adequate plans for evacuation of people in this area,
should there be an earthquake or other kind of destruction of the nuclear plant. The
government and the nuclear plant owners have responsibility for the safety of millions of
people in the area within at least 50 miles from the plant.

Next, the degrading concrete due to ground water infiltration has been present for
the past 10-15 years. There has been a 21% decrease in concrete strength, and it is
significant that standards have been lowered to define 21% to be of no concern. However,
in fact this would seem to weaken the whole structure making it more vulnerable to the
increasing level of water on the coastline which is occurring with climate changes..

Last, there is the issue of spent fuel rods being stored outside and too close to the
reactor itself, which if an earthquake occurred would effect the whole surrounding area.
This would not only affect the people there in a productive and important part of New
England, but also the means of production in small and large businesses would be
destroyed, as happened in Japan. This in turn would create the need for massive funds and
care for millions of people at a time of continuing downturns in the US and world economy.

It is for these reasons that I recommend that the relicensing of the Seabrook Nuclear
Reactor be denied at this time; the hazards to the environment and people living in this
region are too great. Further, it is not in the interests of people in New Hampshire,
Massachusetts and Maine to have a nuclear reactor that produces no electricity for New
England. We are moving to produce our own power at a local level with renewable energy.
There is also research and specific plans based on known technologies at the University of
Maine for hydroelectric wind turbines along the coast of Maine, which can supply energy
for all of New England, making a hazardous and faulty nuclear power plant unnecessary.
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